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All the praise belongs to Almighty Allah. Blessings 
and peace be upon the Prophet Muhammad (SAW), 
the master of the messengers and the prophets, who 
said: “When Allah wishes good for someone, He 

bestows upon him the understanding of Deen”.   
And blessings be upon all the family members of the 
Prophet, his Companions and those who follow him till 
the Day of Resurrection.

Acquiring deep knowledge of Islam is one of the 
best and useful deeds; by the very knowledge of Islam 
people worship Allah, the rulings and injunctions are 
understood and the life becomes straight. 

Paying full attention to making the people aware 

Preface
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of the rulings of worships, the General Authority of 
Islamic Affairs and Endowments issued series of 
brief and simplified booklets relating to the rulings of 
purification, prayer and fasting, and these booklets 
have been prepared in a simple, plain and in an easy 
way so that a Muslim himself and his family may be 
good individuals and this may result in making a better 
society.

We request Almighty Allah, He may make us able to 
worship Him and that He may accept our good deeds. 
Indeed, He is the only one who listens to our prayers 
and He is near to us. Blessings and peace be upon our 
Prophet Muhammad, upon his family members and 
his all companions.

General Authority

of Islamic Affairs and Endowments
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Rulings of Ṣalāh of Sick

Allah, Exalted be He, enjoined rulings based on 
ease and relief in order to repel harm and hardship 
from people in general and specially from the sick and 
persons with disabilities. Allah, Exalted be He, said:

﴾7  6  5  43  2  1  0  / ﴿ 
[النساء: ٢٨].

“Allah intends to make things easy on you, and man 
has been created weak.” [4:28]

He also said:

﴿ X W V U T S R﴾ [المائدة: ٦].
“Allah does not like to impose a problem on you.” [5:6]

So, the Islamic jurisprudence (Fiqh) has discussed 
the rulings pertaining to the sick and laid down 
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special provisions for them; particularly about tahārah 

(cleanliness) and ṣalāh (prayer) which are meant for 
remembrance of Allah, as remembrance of Allah is 
healing for souls, peace of mind and relaxation of the 
body. 

1. Rulings of Tahārah for the Sick :

• If a sick person is able to use water for tahārah, 
he should perform wuḍu for minor hadath 

(uncleanness due to passing urine, stool or 
wind) and should perform ghusl for major 
hadath (ritual impurity). 

• If a sick is unable to use water or he did not 
find a person who can help him to use water 
or he fears that using water will inflict any 
harm on him, so he will perform tayammum 

for offering ṣalāh whether he is in the state 
of minor hadath or major hadath. Tayammum 
can be observed by striking both the palms on 
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clean soil; the first stroke for wiping over the 
face and the second stroke for wiping both the 
hands up to the elbows. 

• If it is difficult for a sick to do wuḍu or tayammum 

by himself, someone else can make him do wuḍu 
or tayammum and it will suffice for him. However, 
if he finds no one who can make him do wuḍu 
or tayammum, he can perform ṣalāh in the same 
state and then reoffer the ṣalāh.
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• If a sick is not able to remove filth, he can 
perform ṣalāh in the same state. 

• If a sick is suffering from enuresis or other 
impurities, he will be exempted to cleanse it. 
If such a condition persists for half of the time 
or more, his wuḍu will not be nullified, but it 
is mustaḥab (desirable) to do wuḍu for each 
ṣalāh and he should not pay any attention to 
the impurity happening during the ṣalāh.

• To fear to contract any disease is tantamount 
to sickness if it is based on solid grounds. So, 
a healthy person of major impurity if fears that 
using water in cold will cause him a disease he 
can do tayammum. Likewise, if a sick person 
fears that his condition will worsen or the 
recovery will be delayed, then he can opt for 
tayammum. 

• One who is wounded in a traffic accident, had 
burning or any other injury, then he can do 
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mas’ḥ (wipe wet hands) over his dressing or 
plaster; and if the mas’ḥ is harmful, he can do 
tayammum.

• Likewise, mas’ḥ is permissible for one who 
has several wounds in the parts of wuḍu 
though one has minor wounds or in the state 
of impurity, as it is established from the Qur’ān 
and Sunnah, Allah - Exalted be He – said: 

﴾Q  P  O  N  M  LK  J  I ﴿
[ النساء: ٢٩].

“Do not kill yourself. Indeed Allah has been 
Very Merciful to you.” [4:29].

• It is narrated by Sayyidna Jābir (may Allah be 

pleased with him): The Prophet (may Allah 

bless him and grant him peace) permitted a 
wounded person for tayammum though he is 
musāfir (traveler) and healthy. (Mustadrak ‘ala 
al-Ṣaḥīḥain by al-Ḥākim: 630).
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2. Ṣalāh of a Sick Individually:

• A sick person should perform ṣalāh in its time 
and in the same condition in which he is, he 
is not allowed to delay it with an intention of 
making up missed ṣalāh after being cured from 
his illness, as Allah – Exalted be He – said: 

 ﴾y  x  w  v  u  t  s  ﴿

[النساء: ١٠٣].
“Surely, Salah is an obligation on the believers 
that is tied up with time.” [4:103] 

• The prominent characteristic of ṣalāh of sick 
is that a sick is exempted to perform the 
fundamental acts which he is unable to do; if he 
is unable to stand in ṣalāh he will be allowed to 
perform ṣalāh sitting.  If he is unable to perform 
ṣalāh sitting, he will be allowed to perform ṣalāh 
lying on his side turning his face to the qiblah. If 
he is unable to perform ṣalāh lying on side, he 
will be allowed to perform ṣalāh lying on back. 
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• Imām Bukhāri reported that ‘Imrān bin Ḥuṣain 
(may Allah be pleased with him) said: I was 
suffering from piles, so I asked the Prophet 
(may Allah bless him and grant him peace) 
about the prayer. He said: “Pray standing 

and if you can’t, then pray while sitting and 

if you can’t do even that, then pray lying on 

your side.” (Ṣaḥīḥ al-Bukhāri: 1117)

• If a sick is unable to turn face towards the 
qiblah by himself or with other’s help, he will 
be exempted to face the qiblah. He will be 
asked to repeat it if was able to do it till the 
end of the time, but not after the time. 

• If a sick is able to stand in ṣalāh but unable 
to do rukū’ or sajdah he should perform ṣalāh 
standing and make gesture with head for 
rukū’ and sit down, and then make gesture 
for sajdah. One who is unable to do rukū’ or 
sajdah both, he should make gesture with 
head for both and should lower the head 
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more for sajdah than rukū’. If one is unable to 
make gesture with head, he can make gesture 
with eye while making intention in heart; it will 
suffice for him. 

• If a sick or a healthy person slept or forgot ṣalāh 
he should perform it when he wakes up or 
when remembers it; as the Prophet (may Allah 

bless him and grant him peace) said: “One 

who forgot ṣalāh or slept (and missed it), 

then its expiation is that he should observe 

it when remembers it.” (Ṣaḥīḥ al-Bukhāri and 
Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim).

• As far as one who is unconscious he will not 
have to make up any missed ṣalāh; since he 
is mindless. So, if an unconscious person 
returned to his senses and found time even for 
wuḍu and one rak’ah of ṣalāh, he will have to 
offer that ṣalāh. 

• One who starts ṣalāh sitting due to any 
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disability and recovers during the ṣalāh, he 
should stand for the rest of his ṣalāh. In the 
same way, if one starts ṣalāh standing, then 
he turns unable to stand during the ṣalāh, 
so he should perform the rest of his ṣalāh 
sitting. 

• If a sick is able to sit when he is made to sit, 
then he should perform ṣalāh sitting leaning 
on any person who is not in the state of major 
impurity, if other people are available. If he 
performed ṣalāh leaning on persons with major 
impurity while others were also available, then 
it is mustaḥab (desirable) for him to reoffer his 
ṣalāh sitting if the time allows, but he should 
not perform ṣalāh lying down. 

• A sick person can offer ṣalāh on bed if he is 
unable to get down.  
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3. Ṣalāh of Ṣick with Jamā’at as Muqtadi:

- A sick will be excused to be present in mosque 
for ṣalāh with jamā’ah (congregation) if it is 
difficult for him. 

- A sick performing ṣalāh in chair should follow 
these points: 

• He should sit in the chair from the beginning 
if he is unable to observe qiyām, rukū’ and 

sajdah. If he is able to observe qiyām only, 
not rukū’ and sajdah, then he should observe 
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qiyām and recite the Qur’ān. If he is able to 
observe rukū’ he should do it; otherwise he 
should sit in chair and observe remaining acts 
with gesture. 

• He should place the chair at appropriate place 
that does not disturb the straightening of the 
ṣaff (row) in ṣalāh with jamā’ah.

• He should choose for him the sides of the row 
to possible extent in order to arrange the row 
perfectly. 

4. Ṣalāh of Sick as Imām:

• It is makrūh (undesirable) for a sick with 
tayammum to lead the healthy persons in 
ṣalāh who perform ṣalāh with wuḍu. 

• Imām Mālik was asked by a person who 
observed tayammum: whether he can lead 
the ṣalāh of persons with wuḍu? He replied: 
I would like that someone other than him 
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should lead the ṣalāh; however if he did, it will 
be alright. (al-Istidhkār: 1/318)

• It is not lawful for one who is unable to observe 
qiyām or any other fundamental act of ṣalāh 
to lead the able ones in ṣalāh; so one who is 
unable to do qiyām should lead the ṣalāh of 
people like him. 

• Ibn Rushd says: it is lawful without contention 
that a sick performing ṣalāh sitting can lead the 
ṣalāh of persons who are unable to observe 
qiyām. (al-Bayān wa al-Taḥṣīl: 1/513)

5. Combining Two Ṣalāh for a Sick  :

A sick person is allowed to offer Zuhr with ‘Aṣr and 
‘Isha with Maghrib whether in advance or with delay. 

This is permissible for one who fears to go 
unconscious or a severely sick person finds 
it difficult to perform ṣalāh in each time and 
combining makes his job more convenient. 
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6. A Sick and Jumu’ah Ṣalāh  :

• A sick who is unable to go to mosque to attend 
Jumu’ah Ṣalāh will be exempted, so he will 
perform four rak’ahs as Zuhr. Imām Mālik said: 
there is no Jumu’ah Ṣalāh on sick and very old 
person. (al-Dhakhīrah: 2/356) 

• If a sick offered Zuhr on Friday before the 
ṣalāh of imām, then he was recovered at a 
time that he could find at least one rak’ah 
of Jumu’ah, then performing Jumu’ah Ṣalāh 
is wājib on him, so he should go to mosque 
to attend it; otherwise he should offer four 
rak’ahs as Zuhr. 

7. Falling Sick During I’tikāf  :

• If a person observed i’tikāf with the intention of 
some fixed days and fell ill meanwhile, then he 
will not have to reoffer i’tikāf in case the illness 
lengthened and those days passed by. 
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• If mu’takif (a person observing i’tikāf) falls ill or 
experiences menstruation, he or she will rejoin 
i’tikāf after he recovers or the menstruation 
period is over, they will return to i’tikāf 
immediately whether day or night and then will 
complete the remaining days of i’tikāf without 
reoffering the missed days. (al-Kāfi: 1/132) 
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● Values

 - Sincerity and honesty.
 - Excellence.
 - Objectivity.
 - Working with high spirit.
 - Moderation.
 - Constant progress.

● Strategic Goals

 - To partake in promoting religious awareness and 
Islamic culture as well as to imbibe the values of 
moderation and tolerance in the society.

 - To highlight the cultural aspect of mosques, to 
restore its role and to develop the persons working 
with them.

 - To develop the official centrality of Ifta (issuance of 
fatwa - religious edict) in the country and consolidate 
its position.

 - To strengthen the awareness of waqf in order to 

General Authority

of Islamic Affairs and Endowments
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fulfill its due objectives along with promoting and 
diversifying its resources.

 - To Upgrade the services of ḥajj and ‘umrah. 
 - To encourage the human resources and make their 

best utilization to sophisticate the services of the 
Committee and taking it to new heights. 

● Policy of Social Matters 

General Authority of Islamic Affairs and Endowments 
is committed to promote religious culture in the context of 
moderation in the modern universal concepts that can go 
shoulder to shoulder with the requirements of the age and 
its variables and to contribute to the sustainable economic 
development of diversified accounts of endowments 
that serve and meet the society requirements in order 
to achieve social justice among its members, and the 
establishment of social symbiotic relationships between 
employees and their families and the improvement of the 
community level, providing a typical work environment 
free from any discrimination in all its forms, and that does 
not employ or support any underage labor or forced labor.

The General Authority of Islamic Affairs and 
Endowments initiated the introduction and application 
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of social accountability system requirements in all 
areas of its activities while encouraging its customers 
from the owners and suppliers to abide by ethical 
standards according to SA 8000 with work on 
continuous improvement in systems and practices 
periodically in line with local and federal legislations 
and best international practices with a commitment to 
the application and dissemination of this policy at all 
levels in the Authority.

● Policy of Quality Management System

This policy aims at spreading Islamic culture, 
and reviving the practice of waqf and its 
development, and expressing juristic opinion 
in religious inquiries between segments 

of society by building a distinct system of policies and 
legislations, and framing it with services and initiatives of 
high quality that satisfies all the customers in accordance 
with the requirements of ISO quality management system 
ISO: 9001, and the preparation of the objectives and 
performance indicators, review and follow-up on a regular 
basis within the continuous quest to develop institutional 
capacity and staff to provide the best services and keep 
up with best practices.
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● Policy of Environment Management, Health and 

Occupational Safety

This policy aims to promote religious 
awareness among the staff and the 
visitors of mosques, dealers, suppliers 
and all segments of society to 

improve the environmental performance and procedures for 
occupational health and safety in all operations and activities 
within the Authority with the necessary training for them, and 
cooperation with all parties to rationalize the use of energy, 
recycling and reducing accident rates and preventing risks 
that comply with the procedures and legislations, laws and 
method of perfecting work in order to achieve the trust and 
sustainability in the implementation of the business and a 
commitment to the application of the environment, health 
system and safety in accordance with the requirements 
of international standards for environmental management 
system ISO 14001, and the system of the Department 
of Health and Occupational Safety OHSAS 18001, and 
the preparation of objectives and performance indicators, 
review and follow- up periodically with a focus on continuous 
improvement and control operations, and the dissemination 
of this policy to all employees and make sure they understand 
it.




